A young Lapith is embraced by a centaur. The Lapith's seated posture is brought up to resist the centaur's advances, but overall the centaur is not violent here. Unlike in other metopes, the Lapith's head is in Athens. The upper part of the relief is damaged. This scene was once the object of great concern. Great interest. Great interest to Turkey.

SOUTH METOPES IV

The Lapith lunges at the centaur with his left hand while preparing to strike with his right. The heads of both figures are in Athens.

SOUTH METOPES VII

This figure is shown by Carracci (two horses) holding two children. She is probably Omphalos, the twin of Kains and Leta, sons of Pan, god of the south wind. The torso of one son (figure 74) is displayed on a showcase in an adjacent room.

WEST PENTHEUS V

A young Lapith is embraced by a centaur. The Lapith's seated posture is brought up to resist the centaur's advances, but overall the centaur is not violent here. Unlike in other metopes, the Lapith's head is in Athens. The upper part of the relief is damaged. This scene was once the object of great concern. Great interest. Great interest to Turkey.

SOUTH METOPES IV

The Lapith lunges at the centaur with his left hand while preparing to strike with his right. The heads of both figures are in Athens.

SOUTH METOPES VII

This figure is shown by Carracci (two horses) holding two children. She is probably Omphalos, the twin of Kains and Leta, sons of Pan, god of the south wind. The torso of one son (figure 74) is displayed on a showcase in an adjacent room.

WEST PENTHEUS V

Immediately ahead of the choristers walks a group of three. They are the so-called Philadelphia (bunch bunches), bound to a tree and each carried in a broom. If not, then the branches will have been pruned. Among the others come musicians, youths' carrying water pots, a boy buses and men festooned eulalia.
Amphitrite, consort of Poseidon, served as his charioteer. As a war-horse, she was shown with a serpent. One of Amphitrite’s arms is shown on a showcase in an adjoining room.

254 WEST PEDIMENT A

His is a messenger god and corresponds with Hermes in the left half of the pediment. She was worked, and her drapery was twisted to suggest the wind against her body during flight.

253 WEST PEDIMENT A

Powers, god of the wind, was present on both sides of the central pediment. He is shown with a serpent in his left hand.

252 WEST PEDIMENT A

This figure is thought to represent Hermes, a messenger god who has conducted Athena's chariot to the Acropolis. The feet of Hermes are displayed separately in a showcase in the adjoining gallery.

251 WEST PEDIMENT A

Athena was shown springing away from the centre of the composition. She wears her cape, a peacock plume with a fringe of wings. A fragment of her helmeted head is in Athens.

250 WEST PEDIMENT A

A naked youth reclines on a stone wall, holding the corner of the pediment. He is thought to represent one of the gods in Athens, perhaps Hermes.

249 WEST PEDIMENT A

The centaur brings a water-jar down on his opponent, who has left his defence open, in spite of the shield. The heads of these figures were taken by Capt. Hartmann, a member of the Venetian army that occupied Athens in 1688. They are now in Copenhagen.

248 SOUTH METAPE IV

The lapith was rendered in such high relief that the carving has broken free and in new line. A drawing by Kangaroo Carney (1968) shows the missing Lapith, which appears to rest on the centaur's paws, and link the monster of epic scale. The centaur's head is in Washington.

247 SOUTH METAPE IV
The centaur is surprised from behind and turns his human body sharply round. He flings off the Lapith with his left arm, wrapped in an animal skin. Drill holes in the Lapith's torso indicate the attachment of a baldric, now lost.

SOUTH METOPE III

The human Lapith forces his centaur opponent down, gripping him by the throat. The line of the Lapith's body crosses the centaur at a diagonal. This compositional device was popular in Greek art for depicting scenes of strife.

SOUTH METOPE II